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STRAIGHTFORWARD 
REVISIONS 
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20 TEMPLATES FOR 
OPENING SENTENCES 

1. Confession: ________. 
2. If I ever have kids, _____ 
3. There are two kinds of people in this world: ______________. 
4. Consider this: ________. 
5. Here’s a fact: ________. 
6. Fun fact: ________. 
7. I keep forgetting ________. 
8. The topic of ________ has always meant ________ to most people. 
To me, though, it’s meant ________. 
9. The day/night I lost my virginity/heard my first Beatles song/learned 
to skip, ________. 
10. Let’s get this out of the way: ________. 
11. If there is one thing I know from ________, it is this: ________. 
12. ________ sucks. 
13. ________ blows. 
14. ________ always makes me cry. 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2014/04/16/20templatesopening-sentences/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2014/04/16/20templatesopening-sentences/
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15. Yesterday I had a conversation with X. about _________ . 
16. I’ve always _______. Ever since ____, I ____. 
17. Names are ______. Or maybe ______. 
18. It is a truth universally acknowledged ______. (Lifted from Jane 
Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: “It is a truth universally acknowledged that 
a single man in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a 
wife.”) 
19. Call me _______. (Lifted from Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick: “Call me 
Ishmael.”) 
20. There are people who can _______. I am not one of them. (Lifted 
from Cornelia Read’s A Field of Darkness: “There are people who can be 
happy anywhere. I am not one of them.”) 
21. Happy _________ are __________; every unhappy _________ is 
_________. (Lifted from Leo Tolstoy’s Anne Karenina: “Happy families 
are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” 
22. Something I never told you/anyone: __________. (Mike Perrota) 
23. If you really want to hear about it, the first thing you’ll probably want 
to know is___________. (Lifted from J.D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the 
Rye) 
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24. In the early _______, ________ was considered to be _________, 
and it wasn’t until __________ that ____________ began to be 
associated with __________. (Robin J. Morrison) 
25. Listen:_________. (Robin J. Morrison) 
26. Did you really think I would ______________? (Frances Cortez 
O’Connor) 
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OTHER SUGGESTED 
FIRST SENTENCES,  
SUGGESTED BY WRITERS AND 
FRIENDS 

1. I never told anyone _____________. 
2. I never told anyone, but I’ll tell you _____________. [Dorothy Allison] 
3. The last time I saw _____ he/she/they was/were wearing _______.  
4. If there’s one thing I’ve learned from my parents it’s this: _______.  
5. I’m not saying I’m proud, but I did win _______.  
6. I’ve been meaning to tell you this: _______.  
7. A little over two weeks ago I woke up yelling: _______!  
8. Where have all the _______ gone?  

9. Just because something is _______ not make it a _______.  

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/0104/04/15/writing-prompt-suggested-first-sentences/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/0104/04/15/writing-prompt-suggested-first-sentences/
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OTHER FIRST SENTENCE IDEAS 
• Look at first sentences from works of literature you love, and adapt it 

to your piece. 
• Ask a friend or stranger for a first sentence. Use that. 
• Begin with a quote, something you heard growing up. Then turn it 

around and pivot to your piece. Try writing “It’s the same with ______” 
or something of that nature. 
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ADDING DESCRIPTIVE PHRASE(S) 
INTO A SENTENCE 
In this revision exercise, insert a phrase into a sentence that needs more 
description. It’s pretty straightforward, but you’ll have to know how 
sentences (and punctuation) are put together.  

Directions: 
1. Pick a sentence that you think needs work from your draft. Or have 
someone else do it for you. 
2. Write it down on a sheet of paper. 
3. Insert a descriptive phrase at a point in the sentence exactly as they are 
without making any changes to them. 
4. Repeat as necessary. 
 
 

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-descriptive-phrases-into-a-sentence/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-descriptive-phrases-into-a-sentence/
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There are lots of different kinds of descriptive phrases you can use. You 
could add an introductory phrase that adds precision to a sentence. 
 
Before: 
Death was something I had yet to experience in my life. 
 

After:  
Up until that day in the hospital, death was something I had yet to 
experience in my life. 
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Here’s another way to add a descriptive phrase, separated by commas, is 
just one. Let’s see how one might be inserted into this sentence: 

 
Before: 
During the course of the summer his mood had seemed to lift. 

 

After:  
During the course of the summer, buoyed by the pleasure of Rachel’s 
wedding and by the apparent success of his pacemaker, his mood had 
seemed to lift. 

 

The comma usually works in pairs when inserting the descriptive phrase in 
the middle of the sentence, as is the case here. 
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You could also add a comma and a coordinating conjunction. 

 
Before: 
I stood for an hour outside on that front porch. 

 
After:  
I stood for an hour outside on that front porch, but I didn’t feel the cold 
hitting my face. 

Before: 
The thought of the unknown makes us fear death. 

After:  
The thought of the unknown, hidden and suspicious, makes us fear death. 
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Before: 
These are young people who grew up watching violent movies. 

After:  
These are young people—rowdy, immature, ignorant—who grew up watching 
violent movies. 

 
You could also add parenthicals, a second sentence after a semicolon, 
colon, or dash, even third sentences. 

 
This is how the greats, the real pros, do it. Here’s one of the first sentences 
from Vladimir Nabokov’s novel Lolita; there are parenthetical and adjectival 
phrases, a semicolon and a colon. Descriptive phrases appear in bold. 
 
My very photogenic mother died in a freak accident (picnic, lightning) when I 
was three, and, save for a pocket of warmth in the darkest past, nothing of 
her subsists within the hollows and dells of memory, over which, if you can 
still stand my style (I am writing under observation), the sun of my infancy 
had set: surely, you all know those redolent remnants of day 
suspended, with the midges, about some hedge in bloom or suddenly 
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entered and traversed by the rambler, at the bottom of a hill, in the summer 
dusk; a furry warmth, golden midges. 

 
One final word. There’s something to be said for a simple, direct statement. 
Sure. But many times, a sentence needs detail to add to the idea is to stick 
with the same idea of the sentence, but to add to its meaning with detail, 
emotion, metaphor. 

You might also try the opposite of this exercise, which would mean being 
able to identify a sentence that might be too wordy and needs cutting down 
to a simple sentence/independent clause. 
 
Adapted from Richard Buch, Stonybrook University, who had used generative techniques of revision from 
Francis Christenson, a professor of linguistics at San Francisco State University. 
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ADDING DESCRIPTIVE 
SENTENCES INTO A PARAGRAPH 
This goes over pretty well with most students, perhaps even better than 
working with a single sentence. 

1. Pick a paragraph that needs work from your draft. Or pick one at random. 
Or have someone pick a paragraph for you. Or use a whole short poem. 

2. Number each sentence or line (i.e., put a 1 in front of your first sentence, 
a 2 in front of your second sentence, 3 in front of the third, etc.). 

3. Rewrite each sentence exactly as they are without making any changes to 
them. Leave ample space in between each. 

4. For each sentence, write a new sentence that says something more—
details, descriptions, clarification, a riff on the subject of that sentence. In 
short, any new information—emotional, descriptions, associative—after each 
sentence. Call these new sentences 1a for sentence 1, 2a for sentence 2, 
3a for 3, etc.). 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-descriptive-sentences-into-a-paragraph/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-descriptive-sentences-into-a-paragraph/
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Some of these new, “a” sentences may be just redundant and repeats the 
old sentence. Feel free to leave them out when you revise your paper. 
Chances are, however, that you’ve dug into a paragraph that needs work, 
adds some detail, and helps you tell your story better. 

Here is a real student example. First, the original paragraph: 
 

(1) I was driving his old Honda Civic doing about 55 on the Thruway some 
idiot on a Harley blew by me like I was standing still. (2) The guy fit the typical 
biker picture: big, lots of black leather. (3) A girl sat in the back, not a day 
past 16–if that old. (4) To impress her, or scare her, who knows, he pulls the 
bike in front of us as soon as he passed us–so hard that he almost wiped 
out. (5) I slammed on my brakes and swerved to the side, and watched the 
girl pop out of her seat, almost thrown from the bike. 
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Here it is again, with the added descriptive sentences: 
 
(1) I was driving his old Honda Civic doing about 55 on the Thruway, and 
some idiot on a Harley blew by me like I was standing still. (1a) The breeze 
from the Harley blew right up against my left arm sticking out the window. (2) 
The guy fit the typical biker picture: big, lots of black leather. (2a) Silver 
rhinestones and spikes shot up and out of his gloves and jacket. (3) A girl sat 
in the back, not a day past 16–if that old. (3a) Her hair flew in wild 
streamers in the wind; the idiot wasn’t even wearing a helmet. (4) To 
impress her, or scare her, who knows, he pulls the bike in front of us as soon 
as he passed us–so hard that he almost wiped out. (4a) The bike tilted on its 
axis and began cart wheeling wildly. (5) I slammed on my brakes and 
swerved to the side, and watched the girl pop out of her seat, almost thrown 
from the bike. (5a) The biker didn’t even look back to see if she was OK. 
 
Adapted from Richard Buch, Stonybrook University, who had used generative techniques of revision from 
Francis Christenson, a professor of linguistics at San Francisco State University. 
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ADDING A DESCRIPTIVE 
PARAGRAPH 
Writing, especially descriptive and narrative writing, sometimes needs a 
paragraph or a series of paragraphs that elaborate on a single point and tell 
the reader more about something. 

Directions: 
1. Finding a passage that needs this kind of heavy lifting. 

2. Using the subject or substantial topic from the sentence, add a descriptive 
paragraph. 

Here is a student example. The original sentence: 

We were born in our house in Coxsackie, New York. 

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-a-descriptive-paragraph-into-your-piece/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-a-descriptive-paragraph-into-your-piece/
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Now here is the sentence with a descriptive paragraph: 

We were born in our house in Coxsackie, New York. Coxsackie is not a large 
town. It’s a village, actually, with about three thousand people who live there, 
and I think my family knows all of them. I don’t know if Coxsackie is on most 
maps. I do know that I grew up there and that my life was founded there. I 
learned what was right and wrong from my parents; I also learned what few 
parents teach their kids: honor, respect, and responsibility. My dad was 
strict. I can still hear him reminding me that he will not have his kid take any 
shortcut when building something, whether it was a tree fort or a new pen for 
the dogs. 

This exercise doesn’t just add more detail to the sentence or a particular 
passage of the paper. It often enriches and helps the paper as a whole. In 
this example, the student says more about Coxsackie and also begins to 
explore a relationship with her father. 
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FIGHT CLUTTER AND 
ELIMINATE ADJECTIVES 
 

Although they only make up 6% of all the words in 100-
million-word British National Corpus database of the English 
language, writers crutch on using adjectives instead of 
describing something precisely. 
 
“They’re called ‘weasel words.”—Esther, a former student, 
speaking of her 10th grade English teacher. 
 
In On Writing Well: An Informal Guide to Writing Nonfiction, William Zinsser 
defines “clutter” in writing as “ponderous euphemisms,” “the official 
language of the American corporation,” “the language of the interoffice 
memo,” and “the language of the Pentagon throwing dust in the eyes of its 
populace by calling an invasion a “reinforced reaction strike.”” Strong words, 
to be sure; but when we are working in many modes of creative nonfiction, 
it’s best to develop useful skills that work on cutting out clutter and getting 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-fight-clutter-and-eliminate-adjectives/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-fight-clutter-and-eliminate-adjectives/
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to the point of what we mean, rather than intentionally avoiding or obscuring 
meaning. 
 
One example is the adjective. Adjectives, Ben Yagoda writes in When You 
Catch an Adjective, Kill It: The Parts of Speech for Better and/or Worse, 
writes that “kicking things off with adjectives is a little like starting a kids’ 
birthday party with the broccoli course.” 
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What is an adjective? Some helpful hints: 
 
Adjectives run the gamut, from verb forms like gerunds (the form of the verb 
ending with –ing, such as “driving rain” or “barking dog”), to words created 
by suffixes (-ific, -ive, -ous, -ful, -licious, -less, -ic—think blameless, dangerous, 
Fergalicious), to words that are both nouns and adjectives (fair, flush, 
square, jolly, happy, double). 

 
There are two main kinds of adjectives: attributive adjectives normally 
appear directly before the noun they describe, and predicative nouns appear 
after the verb form of to be or become or seem. 
 

A reliable test of whether a word is a full-fledged adjective, Yagoda writes, is 
whether it can be modified by an adverb, such as very, almost, or absolutely. 

 
“If your nouns are simple, your verbs active, and your pronouns are in good 
order,” Jacques Barzun writes in Simple & Direct: A Rhetoric for Writers, 
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“then you owe it to your readers and yourself to be strict with your 
modifiers.” 
 
Find the superfluous adjectives in the following:  
 
Before: 
Newport was the scene of a terrible disaster last year. 
 
After:   
Newport was the scene of a terrible disaster last year. 
 
Before:  
Jean walked slowly to the podium to collect her award. 
 
After:   
Jean walked slowly drifted to the podium to collect her award. 
 
Get rid of the adverb and the verb that needed adverb-izing, and pick a much 
better, more evocative and image-filled verb. 
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Before:  
The window broke noisily. 
 
After:   
The window broke noisily shattered. 
 
Examples of dead or cliché adjectives and adverbs:  
Striking contrast, striking similarity 
Dead corpse 
innocent bystander 
unique position 
dark night 
clear blue sky 
fathomless depths 
colorful fireworks display 
tall skyscraper 
happy smile 
babbling brook 
Taken over time, the overall effect of adjective over usage is to slow down 
one’s writing almost to a halt. A complete halt. 
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Directions:  
1. Look at a passage of your writing that seems slowed down, that isn’t 
getting to the point. 
2. Underline all of your adjectives. 
3. One by one, read aloud or to yourself what that sentence would be like 
with the adjectives or without. 
4. If you feel that you are losing something by taking out the adjective, 
consider inserting more descriptive, active writing—a phrase or sentence—in 
its place. Instead of writing about a “fancy party,” consider describing the 
restaurant itself: “waiters walked around carrying bottles of champagne and 
caterers served filet mignon and fresh salmon.” 

ADD DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPHS 
LEAPS AND TANGENTS: 
RESEARCH 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-add-descriptive-paragraphs-leaps-and-tangents-research-accessing-outer-data/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-add-descriptive-paragraphs-leaps-and-tangents-research-accessing-outer-data/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-add-descriptive-paragraphs-leaps-and-tangents-research-accessing-outer-data/
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Directions: 
1. Pick a paragraph that needs work from your draft. 
2. Alternatively, take a draft of your paper and flip through to pages. Or have 
someone else do it. Then close your eyes and point your finger at a random 
point on a page. 

3. At the end of the sentence or the paragraph, or nearest to where your 
finger has landed, write find the main idea or most significant term or phrase 
of that passage. 

4. Type the main idea or most significant term or phrase of that passage into 
Google, and press the “I’m Feeling Lucky” button. 

5. Alternatively, look up your main idea or most significant term or phrase on 
Wikipedia. 

6. Alternatively, go on one of the Library’s many academic databases and 
look up that the main idea or most significant term or phrase. 

7. Write a summary of what you have researched, using summary, 
paraphrase, quotation, and metacommentary. Don’t worry about it making 
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sense or not making sense, or how it will relate to the passage of your 
writing. Just write it down. 

This exercise, more often than not, injects some thoughts from the outside 
world into what the writer is addressing or explaining. It moves the point of 
view, if for just a couple of sentences, away from the main action, and when 
it returns, we the reader can refocus in a way it could not before. This may 
also have the happy effect of adding authority to the speaker. If a random 
Wikipedia article can move its way into the tale, your reader may think, then 
I am invited to the party as well. 
 
The idea for this revision exercise is adapted from Anne Sheehan, The College of Saint Rose. 

THE MIRROR EXERCISE 
This is for a classic exercises writes use to slice and dice their writing and to 
see what they come up with. Select a piece of writing: a piece of prose fewer 
than 250 words preferably, or a short poem. This can be your own or 
someone else’s. Starting from the end of the piece, write another piece in 
opposite order. Take as many liberties syntax- and grammar-wise to make it 
make sense. For example, if a poem reads: 
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The trees are purple out by the highway. Late April.  
I unshackle from the desk and pilgrim outside.  
I would throw myself into these trees if they weren’t  
so far off the road. And I’d bearhug those leaves  
if they weren’t so perfect with my hulk away from them.  
People tell me I was never a nature poet,  
whatever that means. You would love these trees too,  
and the purple blossoms beside the just-green brush. 
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You would write another stanza from the last line up, and rewrite the piece:  

Beside the just-green brush and the purple blossoms, 
these trees. You would love them too. Whatever that means. 
I was never a nature poet, people me tell me  
with my hulk away from them. If they weren’t so perfect  
I’d bearhug these leaves so far off the road. 
If they weren’t trees I would throw myself into them. 
I pilgrim outside and unshackle from the desk. 
It’s late April. The trees are purple out by the highway. 

 

This can be an appropriative text exercise (i.e., use someone else’s writing to 
create a new piece that’s your own) or it can be a mirror piece with your own 
writing, prose or poetry. You may end up replacing one mirrored sentence in 
the draft.  
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ADDING LEAPS 
There is also the possibility of taking us somewhere else, somewhere 
unexpected. This idea of writing taking us somewhere strange and surprising 
is as old as storytelling itself. Poet and essayist Robert Bly calls such 
tangents “leaps”: 

In ancient times, in the “time of inspiration,” the poet flew from one world to 
another, “riding on dragons”…. They dragged behind them long tails of 
dragonsmoke. … This dragonsmoke means that a leap has taken place in 
the poem. In many ancient works of art we notice a long floating leap at the 
center of a work. That leap can be described as a leap from the conscious to 
the unconscious and back again, a leap from the known part of the mind to 
the unknown part and back to the known. 
 

Tapping this leap “from the conscious to the unconscious and back again” is 
not something that’s always done unconsciously. Sometimes, a writer has to 
start in front of a piece of paper, with a piece of writing, with pen or keyboard 
at the ready. 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-descriptive-paragraphs-leaps-into-your-paper/
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Here’s a paragraph from Joan Didion’s essay “Why I Write,” with what I 
perceive to be leaps highlighted in bold: 
 
I had trouble graduating from Berkeley, not because of this inability to deal 
with ideas–I was majoring in English, and I could locate the house-and-
garden imagery in “The Portrait of a Lady” as well as the next person, 
“imagery” being by definition the kind of specific that got my attention–but 
simply because I had neglected to take a course in Milton. For reasons which 
now sound baroque I needed a degree by the end of that summer, and the 
English department finally agreed, if I would come down from Sacramento 
every Friday and talk about the cosmology of “Paradise Lost,” to certify me 
proficient in Milton. I did this. Some Fridays I took the Greyhound bus, other 
Fridays I caught the Southern Pacific’s City of San Francisco on the last leg 
of its transcontinental trip. I can no longer tell you whether Milton put the 
sun or the earth at the center of his universe in “Paradise Lost,” the central 
question of at least one century and a topic about which I wrote 10,000 
words that summer, but I can still recall the exact rancidity of the butter in 
the City of San Francisco’s dining car, and the way the tinted windows on the 
Greyhound bus cast the oil refineries around Carquinez Straits into a grayed 
and obscurely sinister light. In short my attention was always on the 
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periphery, on what I could see and taste and touch, on the butter, and the 
Greyhound bus. During those years I was traveling on what I knew to be a 
very shaky passport, forged papers: I knew that I was no legitimate resident 
in any world of ideas. I knew I couldn’t think. All I knew then was what I 
couldn’t do. All I knew was what I wasn’t, and it took me some years to 
discover what I was. 
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Of course it’s a chicken-or-egg question to ask if some of the leaps that 
appear here were inserted in the act of revision. What is clear is that the 
asides of detail that seem to veer way off course—the Portrait of a Lady 
phrase set off by em-dashes, the sense-memory of the rancid butter on the 
train—leads to a very real realization on the writer’s behalf as being “always 
on the periphery.” What isn’t a question is whether we can do it ourselves by 
jump-starting the leaping process. 

Bly’s ideas around leaping center mostly around poetry, in particular 
European and South American poetry.  

 
Adapted from: 
Bly, Robert. Leaping Poetry: An Idea With Poems and Translations. Boston: Beacon Press, 1975. 
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INTERVIEWING THE AUTHOR  
(I.E., YOU) 
This one is going to come off as wacky, at least at first. But hear me out. One 
of the hallmarks of writing is asking oneself questions. What if you could get 
someone to ask the questions for you, and then try to answer those 
questions, and let your reader listen in? 

Directions: 
1. Give your draft to a friend or a partner in class, or someone you know. 
2. That person turns to a page, any page, or your paper. Or switch seats in a 
computer lab. You can also point out a passage you think needs work. 
3. After your classmate has read the selected passage, he or she write a 
series questions. What kind of questions? Any kind. These questions can be 
small (When did this happen? How old were you? What were you 
wearing? Was this something you read?) to the more conceptual (Can you 
please explain this more?). 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-add-descriptive-paragraphs-leaps-and-tangents-into-your-paper-interviewing-the-author/
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4. When the reader’s question-writing is over, he or she hands it back to the 
writer. The writer looks at the questions and tries to answer one or all of 
them. 
5. Here’s the trick: leave the question there in your draft, and make these 
questions something you’re asking yourself. You may have to rewrite 
questions to be in the first person—for example “What were you thinking?” 
would be “What was I thinking?  
6. The effect will be of you, the author, asking questions and answering 
them. It has effect of inviting your reader into a conversation. 
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GO DEEPER BY ADDING 
Directions: 
Pick a paragraph that needs work from your draft. Alternatively, take a draft 
of your piece of writing and flip through to pages, or have someone else do 
it. Then close your eyes and point your finger at a random point on a page. 
At the end of the sentence or the paragraph, or nearest to where your finger 
has landed, write “For example,” and add a story or other example that 
backs up, illustrates, or expands upon your writing in some way. 
 
Alternate prompts: 
Put another way, ______ . 
Let me explain. ___________. 
That’s not the way I always thought about _______. 
 
The idea for this revision exercise is adapted from:  
Willis, Meredith Sue. Deep Revision: A Guide for Teachers, Students, and Other Writers. New York: Teachers 
and Writers Collaborative, 1993. 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-adding-descriptive-paragraphs-leaps-and-tangents-into-your-paper-going-deeper-by-adding/
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TITLE CONVENTIONS: 
SOME CLASSIC IDEAS 
The list below reflects some classic naming tropes, for essays, poems, and 
other works of writing. Fill in the blank with your own specific object, term, or 
idea, and you might end up with a title for your piece. 

 
Against ___________ 
What We Talk About When We Talk About ___________ 
On Being a ___________ 
I Was a Teenage ___________ 
___________ and Me 
Notes On ___________ 
Death of a ___________ 
A Portrait of ___________ 
A Portrait of My ___________ 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2014/05/27/essay-title-conventions-some-ideas/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2014/05/27/essay-title-conventions-some-ideas/
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Confessions of a ___________ 
Variations on ___________ 
A Few Words About ___________ 
Consider the ___________ 
The ___________ Variations 
___________: An Essay 
___________: Some Thoughts 
Some Notes on ___________ 
Field Notes on ___________ 
Meditations on ___________ 
The Art of ___________ 
The World According to ___________ 
___________: A Look Back 
The Rules of ___________ 
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CLARIFY WRITING WITH THESE 
PROMPTS 
These are classic, go-to prompts for sentences to stick in your draft, but let’s 
take it a step further. Fill out and complete these sentences and put one at 
the beginning, middle, and end of your piece’s draft. See what happens. 

Here’s a question: ________________. 

This is about ________________. 

In other words, ________________. 

For example, ________________. 

On second thought, ________________. 

Here’s the part where ________________. 

 

Maybe this is really about ________________. 
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Here’s another question: ________________. 

And here’s my answer: ________________. 

I know this much: ________________. 

At the end of the day, we ________________. 

 

For example, one student used this technique to start he story with, “In 
retrospect, I wouldn’t say it was my best idea.” In the middle, she added 
“Here’s the part where everything went down the tubes. And she ended it 
with, “And that’s how I attempted to make this world a better place.” 

Some of these clarifying prompts counts what we might call “meta-
commentary.” We’ll get to more of that later. 
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SLOWING DOWN; OR, PRESSING 
THE PAUSE BUTTON 
Choose a moment in one your piece that seems (to you or someone else) to 
lack something. 

Re-imagine the moment and write it in excruciating, overblown detail. 
Describe that moment in epic terms, getting down every small detail: a 
doorknob turning, what kind of doorknob, the sound of the creak, the weight 
and color of the door, the two rooms the door divides. Make a list of things 
your narrative sees, smells, touches, tastes. Make the tone of this new 
passage different than that of the writing surrounding it: Make it more formal 
or informal, use contractions or not. See if slowing down your story gives you 
time for new ideas to your writing. 
 
The idea for this revision exercise is adapted from:  
Willis, Meredith Sue. Deep Revision: A Guide for Teachers, Students, and Other Writers. New 
York: Teachers and Writers Collaborative, 1993. 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-slowing-down-or-pressing-the-pause-button/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-slowing-down-or-pressing-the-pause-button/
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SECOND-GUESSING ON PAPER 
AND THE “RHETORIC 
OF PROCESS” 
Sometimes how you came to a thought is just as important and interesting 
as what your conclusion is. Sometimes telling people the story of your 
thinking is, in fact, the real story. 
 
In Style as Argument: Contemporary American Nonfiction (Carbondale: 
University of Illinois Press, 1987), Chris Anderson cites another way 
nonfiction writers serve their rhetorical ends is to engage in what he calls the 
“rhetoric of process.”  
 
I love this idea. By writing in a highly tentative manner, Anderson says, one 
that is grounded in the process of the moment, the writer engages readers 
and places them in the moment of writing alongside the writer. 
 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/11/writing-prompt-second-guessing-on-paper-and-the-rhetoric-of-process/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/11/writing-prompt-second-guessing-on-paper-and-the-rhetoric-of-process/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/11/writing-prompt-second-guessing-on-paper-and-the-rhetoric-of-process/
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By investigating a topic or problem in a highly tentative manner, one that is 
grounded in the process of the moment, Anderson writes, the writer engages 
readers and places them in the moment of deliberation of the reader. As R. 
Lane Kauffman writes in “Essaying as Unmethodical Method,” the rhetorical 
function of writing an essay “is not merely to transmit the essayist’s thoughts 
but to convey the feeling of their movement and thereby to induce an 
experience of thought in the reader…the crucial thing about the essay’s 
judgment is not the verdict but the process of judging.” The effect as a 
reader gives us the mimetic impression of thinking happening as the writing 
is happening. “The parentheticals, repeated predicates, multiple 
conjunctions, and cumulative modifications,” Anderson writes, help “reflect 
this spontaneity.” 
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Think of this revision idea as reenacting your thought process. Try to re-
create how you came to realize a thought, conclusion, or observation.  

Instead of merely erasing the initial writing, judgments, and thoughts, which 
would leave us merely with what the writer thinks is a more definitive 
observation, the writer retains parts of those initial drafting. This in turn gives 
us the mimetic impression of thinking happening as the writing is happening. 
“The parentheticals, repeated predicates, multiple conjunctions, and 
cumulative modifications,” Anderson writes, help “reflect this spontaneity.” 

In this writing prompt or revision technique, the idea here is to jump-start 
this “rhetoric of process.” Whereas in a scholarly article or more 
transactional texts an author may erase some initial writing and replace it 
with a more definitive observation, in nonfiction many times we let readers in 
on the process, leaving initial thoughts on paper, and amplifying or 
tightening down a thought.  
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Directions: 
1. Find places in your writing where you make a direct observation or come 
to some sort of conclusion or where you’re stating an opinion. 

2. Amend or add to this statement with a modification or clarification. Or try 
to outline an alternative or opposing view. Or second-guess yourself. Some 
possible prompts: 
Maybe what I mean is _______ . 
Maybe ______ . 
Maybe ______ . Maybe ______ . Maybe ______ . Or maybe ______ . 
Perhaps ______ . 
What I mean is _____. 
I think what I mean is _____. 
Let me give this another try. _____. 
Another way to look at X. is ______. 
Or ______. 
Put another way, ______. 
On the other hand, ______. 
Others might say ______. 
Not everyone thinks this way. ______. 
I know that this isn’t the only way to look at X. ______. 
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Point being _____. 
What I mean is _____. 

I think what I mean is _____. 
Stop.  Let me back-up.  
Let me explain. 
It’s time to explain. 
Maybe what is happening here is _____. 
 

3. Repeat as needed. 
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RESEARCH AND THE RHETORIC 
OF GAPS 
Let’s work in the opposite direction of the rhetoric of process with another 
idea presented in Style as Argument: Contemporary American 
Nonfiction (University of Illinois Press, 1987), where Chris Anderson cites 
one of the ways nonfiction writers serve their rhetorical ends is by engaging 
in what he calls the “rhetoric of gaps.”  
 
When a nonfiction writer withholds commentary and interpretation at every 
level of language—for examples, deliberate omission of transitional words, 
attributions, phrases, paragraphs—the reader is required to make meaning 
for him/herself.  
 
By letting facts resonate without commentary, without telling us how they get 
to some point, they leave us pondering them without having our hand held 
with a particular meaning. In this writing prompt or revision technique, the 
idea here is to pare down what our research into a topic “rhetoric of gaps.”  
 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/11/writing-prompt-research-and-the-rhetoric-of-gaps/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/11/writing-prompt-research-and-the-rhetoric-of-gaps/
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Whereas in a scholarly article or more transactional texts an author may 
make the relations between or among research and going outside the world 
of a piece, in contemporary nonfiction an author may deliberately leave 
commentary and transition out. The effect is sometimes fragmented, 
sometimes like jump-cut in a film. Other times, it’s used for surprise. 
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Directions: 
1. Look for a passage in which you have investigated a topic, perhaps 
performing research or quoted someone else. 

2. Separate that passage either with a paragraph break or section break. 

3. Take out introductory phrases or interpretive passages. Pare down your 
attribution. 

4. For example, let’s say you are writing about your office politics at your job, 
and you happen upon a book about power in the office. You could go about 
writing about it like so: 

When I tried to investigate my own office’s coffee drinking habits, I 
had to hide behind the refrigerator, clipboard in hand, writing down 
quotes of each person as they came into the break room. I tried to 
make my role of the observer a non-issue. 

 

See how deliberate and scientific it’s trying to be?  It’s not leaving any room 
for interpretation, much less interaction, from or with the reader.  
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Try to pare it down with the “rhetoric of gaps.” Leave out some of the 
commentary and explanation. Focus on other details rather than the definite 
tone of the scholarly article. Add a narrative mode you could not previously 
integrate into your writing. Here’s one suggestion. 

I squat behind the Frigidaire with my clipboard and take notes. “I 
can’t stand [inaudible],” one female co-worker said. She’s a low-
talker. “He’s such a jerkwad.” The fridge hummed over everyone’s 
voices. I dropped my pen. 

 
5. Repeat as needed. Make a new paragraph if need be and return to the 
initial thought in #1. Comment on how you look at your initial thought or 
statement after you have written a paragraph as a result of these prompts. 
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PAY ATTENTION TO SOUNDS 
“All art constantly aspires towards the condition of music”—Walter Pater  

Sounds matter. Music matters. In revision, we should pay attention to 
sounds, look for the potential for music—rhyme, patterns of sounds, and add 
to them. 

Go through through your draft, one sentence, line, or batch of words at a 
time. The best scenario is to read your work aloud from a printout with a pen 
in hand. 

Look for potential ways you can add to the sound and music of the language. 
Look for potential rhymes--perfect, near, and slant varieties—as well as 
opportunities for alliteration, consonance, assonance.  
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KILL ALL 
(LANGUAGE) 
ZOMBIES 
CHANGE PASSIVE 
VOICE INTO 
ACTIVE 
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Look for passive voice and change to active. To recognize a sentence or 
phrase using passive voice, look for these key words:  
Are 
Be 
Being 
By 
Has been 
Have been 
Is 
Was 
Were 
Will be  

To change the sentence from passive to active, find the subject of the 
sentence. Who or what is doing an action? That’s the subject.  

Rewrite the sentence so the subject performs the action. That might mean 
rearranging the word order, or syntax. 
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AVOID GERUNDS AND 
PARTICIPLES—I.E., ING WORDS 
Use them both sparingly. They will not take you to the simplest, strongest, 
most beautiful prose. Gerunds convert participles into nouns. They eliminate 
agents (i.e., an actor) by turning an action that would require a subject into a 
subject. Gerunds long have been a part of our speech:  Hunting, Bowling, 
Swimming, Running, Reading.  The list of gerunds is a long one. But if you 
rely on gerunds too much, your writing becomes actionless and unclear. 

A testimonial 

“I had a teacher in college, Barbara Jones, who was an editor at Harper’s, 
and she said that -ing verbs were weak. Plain and simple. That it weakens 
the action you’re trying to present. “I was running” vs. “I ran.” The smaller 
and tighter the verb, the stronger the impact.”—novelist Hannah Tinti 

In reading over your drafts, give the -ING words a hard time. 
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Example 
Engaging in these activities during your visit will give you new ideas that will 
be useful to you in your ongoing work. 

Problem  
To choose the gerund Engaging as the subject is to make the sentence less 
direct and harder to comprehend than it can be. As well, the reader has to 
sort out a tangle of INGs because of the preposition during and the adjective 
(participle) ongoing. Solution: Find the real subject of the sentence. It is not 
the act of engaging; it is “you.” Ask yourself whether every word in the 
sentence is pulling its weight. 

Some problem gerunds 
Bowling is fun. (Is it? And for Whom?) 
Hunting is a great sport. (Is it? And for whom?) 
Running at 3:00 a. m. is a great way to get in shape. (Is it? And for whom?) 
Solution: When you find gerunds in your sentences, try to convert them to 
articiples. 
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Changed Sentences 

Running at 3:00 a. m., John alienated many of his neighbors, but he claimed 
the peace that the exercise brought him outweighed the loss of friendships. 
Bowling as many as three nights a week, my uncle had great fun at the 
lanes. 

 

One revision 
If you engage in these activities during your visit, you will get new ideas to 
use in your work. 

Example  
The students looked at the ways writers make choices regarding words. 

Problem 
The sentence is clunky. Read it aloud to feel just how clunky it is. 

Solution 
Liberate regarding. Now the writers can simply “choose words” rather than 
“make choices regarding words.” 
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The ING is not the only culprit in this example. When you read the sentence 
aloud, you probably stumbled over “ways writers.” And did those students 
really “look at the ways,” or did they look into a subject, or study it, or ponder 
it, or ask the writers, or discuss it, or ...? 

Example 
The oldest member of the group, Oliver Carruthers was born in Poole, 
England, immigrating to Canada in 1901. 

Problem 
The sentence gets lots of tedious exposition out of the way, but it doesn’t 
make sense. 

Solution 
A sentence is a thought, not a warehouse. Scrutinize the ING. Does the 
participle immigrating modify Carruthers? Does it modify born? He could not 
have immigrated to Canada while being born. 

What’s more, Carruthers was not the oldest member of the group when he 
was born, and maybe not when he immigrated; he was the oldest member of 
the group after he joined it. 
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Three big moments in Carruthers’s life are strung together in this sentence. 
The adjectival phrase at the start and the ING phrase at the end disguise it 
as a real sentence, but it is a warehouse. 

If birth and immigration took place within a few years, you might write: 

Oliver Carruthers was born in Poole, England, in 1895 and immigrated to 
Canada with his parents in 1901. 

Then carry on with the details of his life, and insert the “oldest member” item 
when he joins the group. 

Otherwise, unpack the sentence. Bring Carruthers into the world; give him a 
childhood; get him across the ocean; then induct him into the group, of 
which he turns out to be the oldest member.   
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MEDIUM-RADICAL 
REVISIONS  
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BRING 
METACOMMENTARY 
INTO 
YOUR WRITING 
Metacommentary is defined by writing 
professors Gerald Graff and Cathy Birkenstein 
as writing that doesn’t necessarily offer a new 
point to a passage, but instead “tell[s] an audience how to interpret what 
they have already said or are about to say.” 

This is the part where I ask you to “go meta,” by which I mean to be self-
referential, where you go outside of yourself, outside the narrative of your 
piece, and address your readers directly, self-consciously. In other words, 
you will break the fourth wall, which is the term for speaking directly into the 
camera or directly to your audience from the stage.  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-reflection-and-introspection-ii-bring-metacommentary-into-your-writing/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-reflection-and-introspection-ii-bring-metacommentary-into-your-writing/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-reflection-and-introspection-ii-bring-metacommentary-into-your-writing/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-reflection-and-introspection-ii-bring-metacommentary-into-your-writing/
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Directions:  
1. Find a passage in your writing that you feel is missing something or needs 
work. 
2. At some point in the passage—beginning, middle, or end—introduce a 
voice that uses metacommentary. 
3. Some metacommentary-friendly writing prompts follow. 
 
Narrative mode 

I know what you’re thinking. You’re thinking that ______. But ______.  
This is the part where I learn/I will learn that ______. 
What I am about to describe to you ______. 
Here’s where you might guess _______. 
You may be asking yourself, _______? 
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Narrative mode, after a section 
I will later find out that ______. 
Years later, I will look back on this and think ______. 
As I describe this to you know, I think/feel/want you to know ______. 

 
Argumentative mode 
My claim here is ______. 
I am going to suggest that ______. 
Now, don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying ______; rather, I am saying ______. 
In other words, ______. 
It is my intention here to show/discuss/explore ______. 
What is more important, however, is that ______. 

Poetic mode 
Listen: ______. 
It reminded me of ______. 
And it reminded me not of ______; rather it reminded me of ______. 
I never realized ______. 
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MORE META; OR, HAVE FUN 
WITH MOVIE TRAILER CLICHÉS  
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This is a goofier version of the metacommentary revision idea, and the part 
where I tell you to become, in effect, your own voice of God-type narrator. 
You know the kind—the one with the deep, serious voice used in movie 
trailers and opens with “In a world.” Think you can’t inject some super-
serious, high drama movie trailer language into your draft? Well, think again.  

 
In a world where ______. 

In a world where ______ was king. 

In a land where ______.  

In a land where ______ and ______ collide, comes ______.  

In a time when ______, there comes a hero.  

On the edge of ______. 

When everything you know is wrong, ______. 

In a galaxy far, far away, ______. 

Meet [your name here]. 

Only one can ______. 
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For some ______. For others, ______. 

The passion. The drama. The ______. 

Coming soon: ______. 

They knew too much. ______. 

More than ever, ______. 

When your life is no longer your own, ______. 

Things are about to get ______. 

[Your name] was just an average [name of profession/title]. 

All [your name] ever wanted as ______.  

If you like ______, then you’ll love ______. 
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ESTABLISH A DOUBLE PERSONA 
Philip Lopate, a leading authority on creative nonfiction, wrote recently that 
the ‘trick to writing memoir’ is to “establish a double persona,” the first one 
that reflects on the events being described in the moment or thereabouts, 
and a second that he calls a “retrospective voice,” that uses a more mature 
intelligence or at least one that has the benefit of time and knowing how 
events transpired to interpret the past. It might seem easy enough to 
describe something in the past, he says, but it’s another task for writers to 
tell readers what the meaning of those events mean to them. And to 
ourselves as readers. 

This revision technique is perhaps more tricky or conceptual than others, 
because it means establishing a whole other voice,  even a whole other 
character, into your essay. If successful, introducing this other, retrospective 
voice can open up an a piece of writing’s emotional range and power. 
 
Directions: 
1. Identify three points in your piece that are “plot points”—the beginning, 
middle, and end for starters. 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-reflection-and-retrospection/
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2. At each of those points, write a paragraph that describes what you know 
now about that moment described that you did not know then. One prompt 
for the first sentence in these retrospective passages could be “Looking 
back now, I see that…” or “I’m much different now, because…” or “The 
situation in our neighborhood/my family’s house/my dorm situation has 
since changed…” or “I still think about this whenever I…” 
3. Go back to the introduction and conclusion of your piece and do the same 
thing, but only after doing step 2. 
 
This should add up to a total of five new sentences or paragraphs in your 
piece. You may not end up keeping it, but some of the writing you come up 
with, I’ll bet, will become part of your story, and add a different perspective 
to it that interests your readers. 
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THE SUBSTANTIAL WORD RIFF 
The author Annie Dillard tells the story of a student who approached a 
famous writer and asked if she, too, could ever be a writer, to which the 
famous writer replied with another question: “Do you like sentences?”  

In this revision exercise, you will find and expand upon a single, important 
word in one of your pieces, and explore every single incarnation, meaning, 
implication, connotation, and historical relevance you can find—all in one 
sentence.  

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-the-substantial-word-riff-or-the-on-being-blue-opening-sentence-imitation/
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Directions: 
Pick a single word from one a draft of writing that’s far enough along to be 
going somewhere or have an idea; this is a word that is important to you or 
otherwise emblematic from one passage of your writing or the piece as a 
whole. 

Then write a single, grammatically correct sentence of no fewer than 250 
words that explores the world of your word. This will, of course, be challenge 
your thinking skills as well as your grammar skills; brushing up on 
coordinating conjunctions, semicolons, parenthetical phrases, and long 
dash-set off phrases, as well as commas, will begin to help you in this 
regard. 

Some ideas: 

The word itself: its history, its etymology, its various forms, its meanings in 
various contexts. Give us examples. 

How that word became significant to you, either in the writing of these little 
sections or in a certain part of your life. Write about what you remember as 
your first encounter with this word. 

How this world became significant to others. 
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Appearances of the word. Are there other pieces of writing or examples from 
culture where this word also appears where you might be able to make a 
connection to your own ideas? 

The semantics of this word. Ask someone, anyone, about their experience 
with this word. Write it down. 

Tips 

The first step, obviously, is to come up with a word that you will write about. 
This can be a random choice to see if writing about the word pulls your 
writing in a different direction, or one that is obvious to you. Either way 
works. 

Don’t worry about repeating the word—in fact, try to do it as often as you can. 

The idea of a single, long, grammatically correct sentence reinforces to your 
reader that you have accumulated some energy surrounding this word, that 
as a writer you are willing to go the distance, and the reader should, too. 

 

WRITING A FLASHBACK SCENE 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/16/writing-a-flashback-scene/
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Like many of our exercises, this could work as a self-contained piece of writing as 
well as a building block for a longer piece. 

Directions:  
 
1. Pick a Time Period (from 12 months to 5 years) in which your life was at a 
crossroads, were about to experience a great change of place or mindset, or were 
otherwise experiencing some sort of transformation. For some of you, it may be a 
longer period, in which the outside world as well as her personal life was in a major 
upheaval. For a college student, it may be senior year of high school; for others, it 
might be the death of a loved one or when they came out of the closet as a gay or 
lesbian. 
 
2. Write about a particular discussion from this period—a conversation or 
exchange. Make this one finite, moment–on a specific afternoon or morning or 
overnight stay or road trip. If your first go-around, you will merely provide a 
transcription of the exchange as best you can remember. Use direct quotes. Use the 
present tense and first person, write a straightforward account of the event. Do not 
comment on its significance or tell us what has happened before or what will happen 
afterwards. This will be the heart of your scene. 
 
3. Read through this narration and tell us, in one sentence at the beginning of your 
scene, what this story, as Barrington writes, is “really about.” You are taking care of 
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some expository information here—the who, what, when, where, how, and why of this 
scene—but you are also telling us why you are telling this story. This can be sentence 
as simple as “This story I am about to tell you is really about ___________.” Or: 
“When I was ten I learned something about loyalty.” “When I was a senior in high 
school I learned what death really meant.” Your “really about” sentence can also be 
an elliptical or complex; perhaps one that makes a global statement, one that applies 
to your readers as well. 
 
4. Introduce another, retrospective voice, one that reflects on the exchange of 
dialogue. In Huxley’s terms, this might be the “abstract-universal” thread of your 
essay, re-entering into the narration; Barrington calls this retrospective voice 
“musings,” where the writer tries to formulate some kind of wisdom out of a scene 
from life. In this writing—perhaps a paragraph at first, one that might be whittled 
down to a sentence or two—you are speculating on what how this scene might help 
you and your readers understand what you are pondering in the essay as a whole. 
 
5. Strip down your dialogue to its most unparaphraseable elements. Paraphrase all 
the rest. 
 
6. You can insert your retrospective voice into your narration as you move along in a 
scene. This might help us understand what is going on. 
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7. Describe your surroundings, what the people are doing, especially if it helps us 
understand the people, the dialogue, or the actions. A couple having an argument 
while taking a shower, for example, will read as a lot different than a couple who 
fights in a pick-up truck. 
 
8. Describe what the actors in this scene are doing. Are they sitting on the couch? In 
the shower?  In bed?  In a car? Are they on the phone?  Chatting online? 
I adapt many terms from Judith Barrington’s “Scene, Summary, and Musing” from Writing the Memoir: From 
Truth to Art (Portland, OR: The Eighth Mountain Press, 1997). 
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PUT YOUR WRITING 
IN REVERSE; OR, 
“BENJAMIN 
BUTTON”–IZING 
YOUR WRITING 
This revision technique is named after the short story and movie of the same 
name. 

1. Select an entire piece of writing. 

2. Depending on the piece’s length and systems of division—sections, 
paragraphs, lines of poems—re-organize your piece in reverse. For this step, 
all that is necessary is the cutting-and-pasting. Example: The last paragraph 
of a prose piece is now the first, the next-to-the-last paragraph is now the 
second, et cetera. 

http://nestersteachingblog.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/benjamin-button.jpeg
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-put-your-writing-in-reverse-or-%e2%80%9cthe-curious-case-of-benjamin-button%e2%80%9d%e2%80%93izing-your-writing/
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3. Find a new organizing principle(s) that would make the piece work or 
“make sense” in this new order. Some of these organizing principles might 
include: Divide the piece into sections, adjust verb tenses, or provide 
transitional phrases or new section titles that guide the reader as much as 
you see fit. 
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CUT-UPS: OLD SCHOOL EDITION 
 

A cut-up is a technique that 
means exactly as it says: a 
write “cuts up” writing to make 
random connections and 
juxtapositions.  

If it sounds like jump-cuts in 
movies and music videos, or 
how flick the channel changer 
at home, you’re right.  

But life wasn’t always this way.  

You might say it started with 
artists such as those who took part in the Surrealist movement France in the 
20th Century. They’re the ones to first introduce cut-ups.  

Painter and writer Brion Gysin to refine the idea of the cut-up in the 1950s. 
Gysin later teamed up with American writer William S. Burroughs to work on 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-cut-ups-old-school-edition/
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whole books of cut-ups, all an effort to decode the material’s “implicit 
content, hypothesizing that such a technique could be used to discover the 
true meaning of a given text.” This technique is at once one of the more 
experimental and is also one of the most straightforward. 

 
Directions: 
1. Print out your piece and cut up each line, sentence, stanza, or paragraph. 
2. Throw down on ground. 
3. Pick up. 
4. Re-edit according to your new order. 
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CUT-UPS, NEW SCHOOL EDITION 
We hardly print things anymore, let alone use paper and scissors. But we still 
do cut up things. What follows are some ideas for a digital, new-school style 
of cut-ups. 

Directions: 
1. On-screen, select and copy a passage of your piece or the entire work. 
2. Paste your text into an online cut-up engine. 
 
3. Paste the results into your document. 
 
4. Re-edit according to your new order. 

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-cut-ups-new-school-edition/
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THREE-ACT REVISION 
 

 
  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-three-act-revision/
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Syd Field, author of Screenplay and The Screen Writer’s Workbook, has 
outlined a paradigm that most screenplays follow. A paradigm is a 
conceptual scheme. This paradigm is the structure that holds screenplays 
together. According to Field, screenplays follow a three-act structure, 
meaning the standard screenplay can be divided into three parts: Setup, 
Confrontation, and Resolution. 

Act I comprises the first quarter of the screenplay. (For a two hour movie, Act 
I would last approximately 30 minutes.) 

Act II comprises the next two quarters of the film. (For a two hour movie, Act 
II would last approximately 60 minutes.) 

Act III comprises the final quarter of the film. (For a two hour movie, Act III 
would be the final 30 minutes.) 

The “Plot Point”–According to Field, the three acts are separated by two plot 
points. A plot point, often called a reversal, is an event that thrusts the plot 
in a new direction, leading into a new act of the screenplay. Later screenplay 
gurus have built on Field’s theory by stating that Plot Point #1, which leads 
into Act II, is the moment when the hero takes on the problem. 
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FIVE-ACT NARRATIVE REVISION  
Douglas Whynott (that’s his real name) comes up with some great tips in his 
article “Some Thoughts in Nonfiction Book Structures” (The Writer’s 
Chronicle, May/Summer 2008. 66-71). One is to divide your piece into a 
five-part structure. It’s akin to a five-act structure, but for the entire piece, 
and does not adhere as rigidly to dramaturgical rules. He uses Tracy 
Kidder’s House as his example: 

 
I. Introductory development 

II. Biographical digression 

III. Complication 

IV. Crisis and climax 

V. Resolution 

 

Whynott tries to explain the principles behind and relationships among these 
five Parts as it relates to House; these may sound confusing or random to 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-five-act-narrative-revision-ii/
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some, or it might give you some ideas in setting up relations among the 
elements of your story. 

There is a relationship between I and V. 

… 

Parts II and IV in a five-part structure also often tend to be in oppositional 
relationships, but in a diametrical way. 

… 

Parts II and IV tend to have a low-and-high opposition. 

… 

Part II is almost always some sort of digression, while Part IV tends to reach 
the highest point of tension or some other form of climax. 

… 

The psychological story that has been developing since Part I also comes to 
its highest pitch in Part IV. 

… 
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In a five-part structure, the Part III tends to sit on its own as the body of the 
structure, or the vehicle on which the book rides. I and II, introduction and 
digression, are on one side, with IV and V, climax and resolution on the 
other. 

… 

Part III carries the load or does the heavy work. 

There rules are all rather random, Whynott eventually concludes, but dividing 
up the elements of one’s writing into helps. “It’s the artful part that drives 
this writing,” he writes. 

The structures are merely paths, with some very old and familiar markers 
along the way. Writing is structural, and any structure that attempts to be art, 
attempts to be literature, has an inherent aesthetic, whether it be based on 
three, four, twelve parts, or eighty-six. That presence is the result of choices 
made by the writer based on his or her response to the material, and the 
final grace reflects the structure of that individual soul. I find it fascinating to 
look at and think about the relationships, as well as to occasionally hold 
some conjured up sequence in my own mind. 
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In this revision technique, you will take your entire piece apart and put it 
back together again. Cut your piece paragraph by paragraph—either on-
screen, with paper and scissors, or by giving each paragraph a number or 
name. Then assign each paragraph section its Part or Act described above. 
Imagine re-writing the pieces to fit into the above criteria. Make placeholders 
for sections not yet written—such as “crisis and climax.” 
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FIVE-ACT NARRATIVE 
REVISION II 

 
Find a narrative passage with a beginning, middle, and end. 

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-five-act-narrative-revision-i/
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Divide your story into five acts: 

Act I: setting/setup 

Act II: disruption/presentation of problem/new situation 

Act III: climax, or problem comes to a head/progress 

Act IV: false resolution/complications and higher stakes 

Act V: real resolution/conclusion/final push and aftermath 

 

Bonus: Write one paragraph, or in explanatory note, for each “Act.” 

Bonus: Write a title for each act. 

Bonus: Write a title for the entire passage. 

 
The idea for this revision exercise is adapted from: 

Willis, Meredith Sue. Deep Revision: A Guide for Teachers, Students, and Other Writers. New York: Teachers 
and Writers Collaborative, 1993. 
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RESEARCH ONE OF YOUR TOPICS 
 

We don’t get to be experts, authorities, or even knowledgeable on subjects 
without research. While the general tone of many pieces of creative 
nonfiction—essays and first-person journalism in particular–may strive to 
make the writer look as if he or she was an expert on a subject from the 
start, the reality is the writer, more often than not, performs research. “As 
strange as it may sound,” Michael Pearson writes in “Researching Your Own 
Life,” all memoir is a process of researching one’s life. By that I mean re-
thinking, of course.” In this revision technique, take a piece of your writing in 
which you describe an interest you or your speaker has in the past. This 
might be a week in which you could not tear yourself away from Anderson 
Cooper’s news stories about Hurricane Katrina on CNN, for example. It could 
be a band you liked as a 16-year-old. It could be a brand of jeans you wore 
your senior year of high school. 

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-research-one-of-your-topics/
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Then, perform research on that object of interest. Look up Anderson Cooper 
on Wikipedia, then dig deeper on a library database that analyzes his 
coverage of Hurricane Katrina. Find a news article on the band you liked 
back as a 16-year-old. Look up an ad for Diesel Jeans or a reference to them 
in a piece of writing or cultural criticism. 

Summarize your research, and analyze it. Insert this summary and analysis 
in your piece of writing. 
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RADICAL REVISIONS:  
A COLLECTION OF 
OULIPO EXERCISES 
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Above: photo of a meeting of the OuLiPo in Boulogne, near Paris, on 
September 23, 1975, in the garden of François Le Lionnais. 
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WHAT IS OULIPO?  
Oulipo, or OuLiPo, stands for “Ouvroir de littérature potentielle,” which translates 
roughly as “workshop of potential literature.” It is a loose gathering of French-
speaking writers and mathematicians, and seeks to create works using constrained 
writing techniques. It was founded in 1960 by Raymond Queneau and François Le 
Lionnais. Other notable members include novelists Georges Perec and Italo Calvino, 
poet and mathematician Jacques Roubaud, and at least one American member, the 
late Harry Mathews. The group defines the term ‘littérature potentielle’ as (rough 
translation): “the seeking of new structures and patterns which may be used by 
writers in any way they enjoy.” 

These new structures are often called constraints, and they are used as a means of 
triggering ideas and inspiration. The most famous example is the N+7 exercise, in 
which nouns are replaced by the noun that appears seven entries later in a 
dictionary. There are other established techniques, such as lipograms. Georges 
Perec’s novel A Void, for example, doesn’t use the letter “e.” There are many others. 
We’ll go over the most relevant for revision.  
 
“Oulipo” entry. Wikipedia. 13 October 2005. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oulipo>. 
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THE UN-REDUNDANCY EXERCISE 
also known as “haikuization” 
 
1. Select a piece of writing. 
2. For each line, replace it with only one, two, or three words, either from the 
end or the beginning of the line. Decide on the number depending on how 
long the piece of writing’s lines are, and stick to that number. For example, if 
a line of a piece of writing is: 
 

I called up my sister and she started to chew me out. 
 

Replace it with the following: 
 
I called up my sister and she started to chew me out. 
 

3. Repeat until end of piece of writing. 
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THE SLUGOGRAM 
To “slug” your work in proofreading is to 
match up the words in the right-hand margin 
to quickly make sure nothing was changed 
from printout to printout. In this variation, you 
just use the last right-hand word in your draft 
and start over, write a sentence using those 
slugged words. 
 
For example, look at this random page from 
Pride and Prejudice, and imagine it’s a 
printout from your work. 
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The new poem or passage you would create, slugging this from 
the right-hand side, would read as the following, with some 
cheating: 
 
Dinner, her the by plea. So, which their considerable. With 
humor, spirit. Was Bingley’s and he addressed polite, a polite a 
but Bingley’s attention he of room. 
 
What can you do with that? You can re-write it and adapt it to 
make sense. Cheat again. Use sound-alikes. Rewrite it: 
 
Dinner with her by the sea. So which it is: they’re considerable, 
with humor, spirit? Was bringing and he addressed politely? 
Bringing attention to the room?  
 
Adapted from: Motte, Warren F., trans. and ed. Oulipo: A Primer of Potential Literature. 
Normal, IL: Dalkey Archive Press, 1986.  
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THE ISOMORPHISM EXERCISE 
This one is almost too simple to explain. If you were still a kid, you’d do it just 
to pass the time. 
 
Directions: 
 

1. Select a piece of writing. 
2. For each word, replace it with a word that sounds like the word 

phonetically, syllable for syllable.  
 
For example, if a line of a piece of writing is: 
 
I called up my sister and she started to chew me out. 
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Replace it with the following: 
 
My hauled cup high mister hand he hearted two stew she gout. 
 

3. Obviously, don’t worry about making sense so much. Just replace the 
words that sound like them. 

4. Repeat until end of piece of writing. 
 
 
Adapted from: Motte, Warren F., trans. and ed. Oulipo: A Primer of Potential Literature. Normal, IL: Dalkey 
Archive Press, 1986. 
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THE N + 7 EXERCISE 
This is the most popular and most used of the Oulipo exercises. It involves 
replacing every noun in a text with the word that falls 7 places ahead of it in 
the dictionary. There are a number of ways to do this, but back in the day it 
was done with a printed dictionary. You may want to try that as well an online 
method and see which works best. 
 
Directions: 
1. Select a piece of writing. 
2. Underline all of the substantial nouns in the piece of writing; in other 
words, underline all the nouns except for pronouns (he, she, it, we, you, 
they). 
3. Look up each noun in the dictionary. 
4. From that noun’s entry in the dictionary, count forward alphabetically 
seven (7) noun entries. 
5. Replace the first noun with this new, N + 7 noun you just found. 
6. Repeat until end of piece of writing. 
For example, let’s look at the “Pledge of Allegiance” with each noun 
underlined:  
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I pledge Allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to 
the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, 
with Liberty and Justice for all. 

Now let’s replace each of these nouns with another noun that appears in a 
dictionary five places afterwards:  

I pledge alley cats to the fleet of the United Status of America and to 
the Rescue for which it stands, operation navy under Gospel, 
indivisible, with Lie and Kick for all. 

Don’t have a print dictionary? First, shame on you. Second, did you know 
there was an online N+7 generator? http://www.spoonbill.org/n+7/ I didn’t 
either. Now you’re in business!  Variations: use results include the texts as 
N+0 (i.e., the original version), N+1, N+2, on up to N+15. 
 
Adapted from: Motte, Warren F., trans. and ed. Oulipo: A Primer of Potential Literature. Normal, IL: Dalkey 
Archive Press, 1986. 

http://www.spoonbill.org/n+7/
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EXERCISES 
IN STYLE 
How many different ways can you tell a 
story?  

Ninety-nine. Or as many as it takes.  

This revision exercise takes its title from 
Raymond Queneau’s classic book, 
Exercises in Style, as well as Matt 
Madden’s 2005 comic, 99 Ways to Tell 
a Story: Exercises in Style.  

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/11/writing-prompt-exercises-in-style/
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In both, a simple story or narrative—in Queneau, 
he gets on a bus, sees a fight, then sees the 
same person two hours later; in Madden, a 
cartoonish goes to the refrigerator and forgets 
why he went there in the first place—and 
proceeds to re-tell the same story in different 
styles.  

Queneau re-tells it in haiku, rhyme, word game, 
anagrams, medical, biased; Madden re-draws his 
story as an old-style comic strips, a superhero, 
different points of view.  

You may have a story or scene you would like to 
re-tell in any number of ways to emphasize that 
there is always more than one way to tell a story. 
Or you may want to find a new way to tell your 
story. Either way, this revision technique is for 
you.  
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Directions: 
Find a story from your draft—the simpler and more succinct, the better. Let’s 
call this story The Template. 

Next, tell the story again, using the following constraints. Use the boldface 
titles below as new titles or prompts for new re-tellings of your stories, using 
the different styles described. 

A Chat. Write in all dialogue between two friends casually talking on the 
phone. No he-said-she-said; just quotes. 

Exclamations! Hey!  Write only in sentences that end—and make sense using 
them—with exclamation marks! 

Braggadocio. Write the paragraph again, keeping in mind you are very, very 
pleased with yourself. You’re fantastic. 

Present Tense, Third person. She picks this constraint and writes in the 
present tense. She cries. She writes another sentence. 

Dear Boss. Write the story in the context of an email to your boss or superior 
writing as an excuse you can’t make it to work today. 
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Instant Message. Write the story using only IM lingo, emoticons, and 
shorthand. 

Comic Strip. Draw a three-panel comic strip of your story. 

Yes way. Two words. Each sentence. That’s right. Go ahead. 

Onomatopoeia. Bam! Write your story again. Blam!  Use onomatopoeia 
between every sentence. Kaplow! 

Two thumbs up! A must-see!  I laughed, I cried. Write the story as if it were 
an overly positive review of a Hollywood film. I think I’m in love! 

Awkward. I’m sorry about this one. Write in a voice that is embarrassed, 
apologetic, and awkward. Sorry. 

The Philosopher. Write the story as if it were solving a deep, long-debated 
philosophical debate. Examples: What is art?  What is the purpose of 
life?  What is consciousness? 

Biased. This one is just wrong. Write the story using a judgmental, biased 
voice. Choose an ideological axe to grind—political, personal, aesthetic—then 
grind it. 
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Superhero. Write the story with the main character or the voice as a famous 
superhero. 

Macho Man. Dudes, write the story from the vantage point of a manly man. 

Passive Voice. This story will be written using the passive voice by you. 

Rhyming Couplets. This time write the template with lines that rhyme. Like 
Hamlet does all the time. 

Haiku. 

The story again 

This time as five, seven, five 

syllables. A haiku. 

Use the Americanized, 5-7-5 syllable form of the Japanese poem. 

Apostrophe. Oh, great spirit of the skies, why did you give us this 
option?  Address an unknown deity or force, a muse, god or goddess, or 
absent friend. 

Free Verse. Write the story as a poem in vers libre. No rhymes. Line breaks. 
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Like. Use the word “like” after every phrase in your sentences. 

Mom or Pop. Write the story the way your mom or pop would tell it. 

Look at either of the books and use one of the other styles, or make up your 
own. 
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THE LIPOGRAM EXERCISE 
A lipogram is a text that excludes on or more 
letters of the alphabet.  

There are, obviously, harder and easier versions 
of writing or creating a lipogram: excluding a 
vowel would be more difficult than excluding z, , 
x, or u. 

“The lipogram often passes unnoticed until it is announced,” Harry Mathews 
writes. 

Directions: 
1. Select a passage of text to re-write. 
2. Select your lipogrammatic constraint—exclude all words with the letter “r,” 
for example. 
3. Repeat until end of selected text. 
 Some variations of the lipogram: 
 

• Rewrite using only one vowel, creating a univocalic text. 
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• The Beautiful In-Law, in which the letters of an addressee’s name is 

successively excluded from the writing. 
• The Beautiful Out-Law, in which each line or sentence must use all 

letters of the alphabet. 
• Left- or Right-Handed Lipogram, a piece of writing that uses only letters 

on the left- or right-hand side of the keyboard. 
• Working with a passage of your own text, rewrite the passage without 

one word, the word that is the thing you’re describing. 
• Working with a passage of your own text, rewrite using only one-syllable 

words. (See The Pilgrim’s Progress in Words of One Syllable by Mary 
Godolphin.) 

• The Prisoner’s Constraint (also called the “macao” constraint, but I don’t 
know why) excludes letters with legs (i.e., b, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, p, q, t, and y). 

  

THE ANAGRAMATICAL TEXT 
EXERCISE 
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Anagrams are words we find in other words.  

You might have a good eye for anagram-spotting, or you can use an anagram 
generator online.  
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Directions: 
Working with one key 
sentence from a source text—
your own or another source—
create a series of lines or 
sentences made exclusively of 
anagrams from that text. 

Example: “Form is an 
extension of content” 
becomes “A Nonexistence Fits Front Mono.” 

Do an online search for an “online anagram generator.” There are several.  
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THE MÉTRO POEM 
This is a piece of writing composed in the métro, during the duration of a 
trip. Here are the guidelines. I would imagine these are adaptable for your 
local public transportation system. 

A métro poem has as many verses as your trip has stations, minus one. Why 
minus one?  Have no idea. 

Directions: 
Strictly speaking Oulipo-wise, the first passage “is composed in your head 
between the two first stations of your trip (counting the station from which 
you departed), then transcribed onto paper when the train stops at the 
second station.” You can use a section of your draft you would like to re-write 
or revise. You could also type into your phone. 

Then compose in your head between the second and third stops of your trip, 
transcribe when you stop, and so on. 
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Other rules 

One must not transcribe when the train is in motion. 

One must not compose when the train is stopped. 

The last passage is transcribed on the platform of your last station. 

If your trip involves one or more changes of subway lines, the poem will have 
two or more passages or stanzas. 
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RADICAL REVISIONS  
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CHANGING POINT OF VIEW 
FROM FIRST TO SECOND, THIRD, 
OR NONE 
 
Perhaps the most crucial choice a writer will make in a piece is which point 
of view will be used. Point of view is defined as the perspective from which a 
story is told. Perhaps the most popular point of view—from poetry, fiction, 
nonfiction—is the first person, or “I.” It is often assumed that the default 
choice is the first person “I.” Often, however, we use the “I” when it is not 
needed—as Philip Gerard writes, all too often writers place themselves in a 
story “whether it needs us or not.” “For the reader,” he writes, this can be 
distracting, diverting attention from the real “star” of the piece. The reader 
perceives us as clamoring for attention and rightly resents it.” 

  

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-changing-point-of-view-from-first-to-second-third-or-none/
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What is point of view? Let’s review. 

This first person could take on any number of incarnations; examples: 
an omniscient narrator, one who knows everything, may reveal the 
motivations, thoughts and feelings of the people described, and gives the 
reader all the information needed to tell a story; 
a limited omniscient narrator; the material is presented from the point of 
view of a character, in third person. Another limited omniscient narrator 
would be the second-person “you”; 
the objective point of view, which presents action and the speech without 
interpretation, which leaves readers to interpret and make decisions about 
meaning; 
the unreliable narrator, in which the narrator may withhold information or be 
unstable. 
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In this revision technique, take a piece of writing in which you use the first-
person “I” point of view. Perhaps you are describing an incident your 
narrator/speaker experiences first-hand, or the speaker in a poem is expressing 
love for a “you.” Then, rewrite it without using any first-person pronouns (I, me, 
my, mine, we, our, ours, etc.). Instead, try to re-write some or all of it using 
another point of view. 

Re-write using in the third person (i.e., he, she, they, we). This is useful at times 
to add another voice—a narrator’s voice, or some an imagined, perhaps more 
detached, storyteller—one who is impartial, or sounds more knowledgeable. For 
example, if you have you or your narrator/speaker saying “I could see the waves 
crashing against the shore,” you could write “She sees waves crash on the 
shore.” 

The third person plural “we” is particularly effective in making a personal 
observation a bold, sometimes audacious statement (“We tell ourselves stories 
in order to live”). 
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Re-write in the second person (i.e., using “you”). Try to have your reader really 
inhabit the feeling or story that is being described. Take advantage of describing 
the senses, the use of detail. Also take advantage that using the second-person 
adds a bit of mystery regarding who is speaking. For example, if you have you or 
your narrator/speaker saying “I could see the waves crashing against the shore,” 
you could write “You can see waves crash on the shore.” 

Write using no person’s point of view at all. Instead, only describe sensations, 
observations. For example, if you have you or your narrator/speaker saying “I 
could see the waves crashing against the shore,” you could write “Waves crash 
on the shore.” Or, instead of  “He smelled burnt tires outside of the window,” you 
could write “Burnt tire smells outside the window.” Such a scheme would take 
the speaker out of the picture and instead concentrate on detail and description. 

What all of these passages have in common is that they have an overall effect of 
taking a break away from the speaker’s point of view. Write these passages and 
see if you can keep them. You could put these passages in italics to indicate a 
change of point of view is happening. 
The idea for this revision exercise is adapted from: 

Forche, Carolyn and Philip Gerard. “Taking Yourself Out of the Story: Narrative Stance and the Upright 
Pronoun.” Writing Creative Nonfiction: Instruction and Insights from the Teachers of the Associated Writing Programs. 
Cincinnati, Ohio: Story Press, 2001. 
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WRITE A SESTINA VERSION OF 
YOUR WRITING 
 

What is a sestina? Here’s a 
good definition from the 
Academy of American Poets 
site: 
The sestina follows a strict pattern 
of the repetition of the initial six 
end-words of the first stanza 
through the remaining five six-line 
stanzas, culminating in a three-
line envoi. The lines may be of any 
length, though in its initial 
incarnation, the sestina followed a 
syllabic restriction. The form is as 
follows, where each numeral indicates the stanza position and the letters represent 
end-words: 

https://nestersteachingblog.files.wordpress.com/2008/08/sestinaspiral.jpg
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2011/03/30/writing-prompt-write-a-sestina-version-of-your-writing/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2011/03/30/writing-prompt-write-a-sestina-version-of-your-writing/
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1. ABCDEF 
2. FAEBDC 
3. CFDABE 
4. ECBFAD 
5. DEACFB 
6. BDFECA 
7. (envoi) ECA or ACE 
The envoi, sometimes known as the tornada, must also include the remaining three 
end-words, BDF, in the course of the three lines so that all six recurring words appear 
in the final three lines. In place of a rhyme scheme, the sestina relies on end-word 
repetition to effect a sort of rhyme. 
 
Directions 
-- Pick six words that are important to your story, piece, poem, essay. 
-- Put them into a sestina generator (there are many online) Or use a sestina 
template. 
-- Re-write your piece or passage as a sestina. Start from scratch if you like, 
or draw from the draft you already have.  

http://dilute.net/sestinas/
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PLACE US IN THE ROOM WHERE 
YOU ARE WRITING 
An essay makes no pretense of 
there being someone other than 
the author writing it—the narrator 
is, as Vivian Gornick writes in The 
Situation and The Story, the 
author’s “unsurrogated self.” 
It can be said, then, that the 
essayist and creative nonfiction 
writer in general, bear a special burden of trying to look appealing to the 
audience, including the reader on the process of writing.  

Make no mistake: This is a rhetorical strategy, a way to get a mood, image, 
or feeling across to your reader.  

  

https://nestersteachingblog.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/vcca.png
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/placeinroom/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/placeinroom/
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One tried-and-true method of appealing to the reader and including them in 
on the process is placing the reader in the room where he or she is writing.  

Make no mistake again: This does not need to be the only room. This can be 
one of the many rooms, sure. It doesn’t need to be a computer lab; rather, it 
can be a place that might more efficiently take us into the world of the writer 
is trying to create. Many of these you-are-there room vignettes open a piece.  
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Take, for example, the opening sentences of William Hazlitt’s “On the 
Pleasure of Hating”: 

There is a spider crawling along the matted floor of the room where I 
sit (not the one which has been so well allegorized in the 
admirable Lines to a Spider, but another of the same edifying 
breed); he runs with heedless, hurried haste, he hobbles awkwardly 
towards me, he stops—he sees the giant shadow before him, and, at 
a loss whether to retreat or proceed, meditates his huge foe—but as 
I do not start up and seize upon the straggling caitiff, as he would 
upon a hapless fly within his toils, he takes heart, and ventures on 
with mingled cunning, impudence and fear. As he passes me, I lift 
up the matting to assist his escape, am glad to get rid of the 
unwelcome intruder, and shudder at the recollection after he is 
gone. A child, a woman, a clown, or a moralist a century ago, would 
have crushed the little reptile to death-my philosophy has got 
beyond that—I bear the creature no ill-will, but still I hate the very 
sight of it. 

Here’s the opening Adrienne Rich’s “Split at the Root: An Essay on Jewish 
Identity”: 
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For about 15 minutes I have been sitting chin in hand in front of the 
typewriter, staring out at the snow. Trying to be honest with myself, 
trying to figure out why writing this seems to me so dangerous an 
act, filled with fear and shame, and why it seems so necessary. 

Do you want to read more?  I know I do! 

 

In this revision technique, place us in a room where you—or the speaker, the 
narrator, main character, nonfiction persona—write. Describe and deliberate 
over your immediate surroundings; relate what’s happening outside through 
a window; tell us what is on your desk or table; tell us what’s on TV or your 
computer speakers. Then, see if you can relate your portrait, as Hazlitt does 
above, to a dominant theme of your piece. Use the present tense, as well as 
the first-person point of view. 

 

THE FORCED EPIPHANY 
 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/03/11/writing-prompt-the-forced-epiphany/
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The word “epiphany” is defined as “the sudden realization or comprehension of 
the essence or meaning of something” and “a revelatory manifestation, 
especially a divine being.” In literature, M.H. Abrams’ Glossary of Literary 
Terms tells us, one of the first writers to adapt the idea of epiphany for secular 
experience is James Joyce, who in an early draft of A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man, used the term “to signify the experience of a sudden radiance and 
revelation that occurs in the act of perceiving a commonplace object.” As Joyce 
writes, this commonplace object “achieves its epiphany.” The term has since 
become a standard term for an important realization, “the sudden flare into 
revelation of an ordinary object or 
scene.” 

Epiphanies are everywhere in nonfiction 
writing. Some might say there are too 
many. They are forced, the product of 
editors and book doctors and creative 
writing teachers eager to have writing 
come to some sort of message or 
summary. Still, it is often thrilling to 
read, as it happens, an author’s 
realization or “sudden flare of meaning.” 
These epiphanies, however, are 
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reconstructions of realizations; they’re reenactments of those moments of 
wisdom we arrive at. Far from cheapening that wisdom, the tale of an epiphany, 
however small, shares with readers the process, the getting-there, which is often 
as important as the epiphany itself. 

I’ve always wondered: can one force oneself to have an epiphany, and if so, how 
would one do that? That’s what this revision technique is about. 
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Directions: 
1. Keep a particular topic, question, or problem in your mind, related to a 
draft you’re working on. 
2. Make a field trip somewhere. Examples: Go out to a corner nearby or go 
outside the classroom in the hallway. A street corner. A museum. A gallery. 
2a. Alternate prompt: pick up a random, commonplace object. 
3. Take notes. Include expository details to let your reader in on where you 
went to: describe the who, what, where, how and why of your corner visit, 
your encounter with a commonplace object or the name of a 
painting. Describe, in detail, your interactions with your surroundings. Use all 
of your senses if you get stuck (sight, smell, touch, hearing, taste). 
4. Then, looking at your notes and your surroundings/commonplace object, 
return to thinking about your essay topic, question, or problem in your mind. 
4a. Prompt: “Then I thought again about _______”; “I then thought back to 
_________.” 
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5. Here’s the tricky part. You will now force an epiphany. Make a connection 
with your visit to the corner or the thing you are holding in your hand; focus 
on one single moment of your field trip or holding your object. Tell us how 
that one moment has led to explaining your topic, answering your question, 
or solving your problem.” Let X=your topic and Y=your epiphanic efforts. 
5a. New School Prompts: 
“The second I stopped thinking about Y, I realized that X is really about 
_______.” 
“When I held Y in my hand, I could see how X _______.” 
5b. Old School Divine Being Epiphany Prompt: 
“Suddenly, while I was Y, I had a vision: I could figure out the essence of X.” 
“As I stood there Y-ing and Y-ing, I could see how X could be 
interpreted/seen/perceived as _______.” 
6. See what happens. Maybe you will end up with “just” the epiphany part: 
“When I think about X, I might be really thinking about Y.” Other times, it’s 
the whole story that helps us understand. 
This will all feel artificial. And it is. Many of us believe epiphanies are only of 
the sky-clearing variety, with a voice of wisdom coming down from the 
heavens. If we just wait for that voice, we may end up empty-handed. 
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TURNING A STORY  
INTO A HOW-TO 
Find a story, sequence of analyses, or a narrative passage in your essay. Set 
it aside. Turn the main narrative thrust of your passage into a set of 
directions, a How-To. Examples: 

• How to Get Through Your Graduation Day 
• How I made a major decision to be a ______ or to become a _______ 

(member of organization) 
• How to Analyze [Book, Text, or Movie] and Conclude That [Blank] 
• How to Drive Down the New York State Thruway With a Slobbery Dog in 

the Backseat 

Change the point of view and voice accordingly, as you would in reading 
directions. Use the details and sequence of events from your story as 
examples in your direction. 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-turning-a-story-into-a-how-to/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-turning-a-story-into-a-how-to/
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USE AN OBLIQUE STRATEGY 

https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-use-an-oblique-strategy/
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More than 30 years ago, recording artist and record producer Brian Eno—
who has worked with U2, Talking Heads, Coldplay, David Bowie—and artist 
Peter Schmidt compiled a set of cards with odd messages on them to spark 
reactivity. Called “Oblique Strategies: Over One Hundred Worthwhile 
Dilemmas,” Eno and Schmidt’s cards have been used by artists of all stripes 
to re-think whatever creative work they were looking to revise. 

These cards evolved from our separate observations of the principles 
underlying what we are doing. Sometimes they were recognized in retrospect 
(intellect catching up with intuition), sometimes they were identified as they 
were happening, sometimes they were formulated.  

They can be used as a pack (a set of possibilities being continuously 
reviewed in the mind) or by drawing a single card from a shuffled pack when 
a dilemma occurs in a working situation. In this case the card is trusted even 
if it appropriateness is quite unclear. They are not final, as new ideas will 
present themselves, and others will become self-evident. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_Eno
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Seek out or think up a problem or dilemma or ongoing issue in revising your 
piece. You may not like the order of the lines of a poem, for example, or a 
piece of prose seems to drag on too long or needs some radical or small 
revision you have not found out about yet. 

Directions: 
1. Think about this problem or dilemma some more. Write down what the 
“problem” is. 
2. Pick an Oblique Strategy at random, or have someone select one or a few 
for you. Find them online. If you own or have access to a smartphone (Droid, 
iPhone, etc.), there are some pretty great Oblique Strategy apps that 
emulate shuffling a deck and selecting a card. Just search for them. 
3. Follow the Oblique Strategy’s directions, however you interpret it to be.  
 
Do not mention what the Oblique Strategy you are using in your revision. 
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THE RE-TRANSLATION EXERCISE 
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Directions: 
1. Select a passage from your draft. Or use your whole piece. 
2. Paste the text into an online translation engine. For example, Google 
Translate https://translate.google.com/ 
3. Translate into another language.  
4. Select the result and translate it back into English. 
5. See what you come up with. The syntax, or word order, will be changed, as 
will some of the words. It won’t be perfect—you’ll have to clean up some of 
the translations for sense—but you may also have some sentences and turns 
of phrase that a bit strange, different, more exciting event. 
 
Romance Languages (Spanish, Italian, French, Romanian, Portuguese) 
works best, but Latin and German and others work as well. You can do this 
any number of ways—English to French to Spanish to French to Italian to 
English, for example. 
 

 

https://translate.google.com/
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PLACE AN OBJECTIVE 
CORRELATIVE INTO 
YOUR WRITING 

http://nestersteachingblog.files.wordpress.com/2010/04/handout_objective_correlative_mhabrams_definition.jpg
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-place-an-objective-correlative-into-your-essay/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-place-an-objective-correlative-into-your-essay/
https://nestersteachingblog.com/2010/04/02/revision-technique-place-an-objective-correlative-into-your-essay/
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In his 1919 essay “Hamlet and His Problems,” poet T.S. Eliot uses the term 
“Objective Correlative” to describe how writers use an object—“a set of 
objects, a situation, a chain of events”—to correlate with the “particular 
emotion” described, and become the “formula of that particular emotion.” 
such that when the external facts, which must terminate in sensory 
experience, are given, the emotion is immediately evoked.  

I like how Robert Clark of University of East Anglia describes the Objective 
Correlative as how writers can offer a “tag-phrase for the mysterious way in 
which art communicates emotion by providing the reader or perceiver with a 
set of representations in which the emotion may not be actually present but 
which nevertheless serve to communicate that emotion.” 
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In this revision technique, find an Objective Correlative of your own and use 
it as a point of relation throughout your piece to enrich the writing. Some 
examples of an Objective Correlative may include: 

A baseball cap you have had most of your life 

A story passed down from generation to generation 

A life-changing experience 

A not-so-life-changing experience 

Something that gave you a sense of déjà vu 

A picture of a friend or a relative  

A religious keepsake, such as a holy book, plaque, or icon 

An obsessive tic you have, or a friend has 

A collection you have kept and added onto, such as charm bracelets or 
baseball cards 
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You could mention your Objective Correlative in the beginning and ending of 
you your piece as a narrative framing device. You could also thread it 
throughout your piece. Depending on length, introduce and return to the 
description of your Objective Correlative. 

Try not to tell us how you feel about it, or how special the memory is to you. 
Just tell us something new about your Objective Correlative, and leave it at 
that. Perhaps by doing this, you will find the “formula of that particular 
emotion” that has been eluding you in direct description. 
 
The idea for this revision exercise is adapted from: 
Eliot, T.S. “Hamlet and His Problems.” The Sacred Wood. London: Faber & Faber, 1919. 
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